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Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor will be published, if suitable, as space permits. They should not exceed 1000 words
(typed double-spaced) in length and may be subject to editing or abridgment.

Calculation of Reflection Wave Transit Time
and Paired Data Analysis
To the Editor:
There are countless ongoing debates and discrepancies in the
medical field. Some of the causal issues at the heart of these
debates include detection errors, individual variations of recruited subjects, and, simply, our shortage of knowledge about
human beings. There is another commonly noted source of
discrepancy, statistical error. One frequently occurring misconception involves paired data analysis. Health scientists use
several examples of paired data, for instance, right–left differences, arm–leg pressure differences, and variations in arterial
pressure waveforms. I have observed one discrepancy of reflection wave transit time (RWTT) during arterial pressure wave
form analysis.1–3 One report stated a mean of RWTT is 102 to
116 ms.1 The other stated the mean of RWTT is 129 ms.2 As to
the cause of this variation, Mitchell et al “suspected” in his reply:
“We suspect . . . . Rather than analyze individual high-fidelity
waveforms, they ensemble-averaged waveforms from decade
groups of participants into a single ‘age-decade wave,’ which
was analyzed to obtain ‘mean’ waveform characteristics. This
averaging process may have obscured waveform landmarks.”
After reading this paragraph, some readers might think that
both methods are adequate to obtain the RWTT and we could, in

fact, take either result of RWTTs. However, from a statistical
point of view, RWTT should be calculated from an individual
waveform and then be averaged, because both foot and shoulder
points are obtained from each volunteer, so they are matched.
Paired data misanalysis is one of the most common errors in
medical data analysis. If we use an independent analysis method
instead of a dependent one, the results have less difference and,
at times, no difference. Therefore, we should carefully analyze
paired data with adequate statistical methodology.
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